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            ISSA 2012 Contest Sanction Application Rev 1.0 

Name, phone, email of contest organizer: 

Nacho Muñoz-Cuéllar / nachomcpp@gmail.com / (+34) 676 145 119   

Juan Pedro Fullana (+34) 699 920 109 

Dates of Contest: Title of Contest: 

21-22 September Mallorca Slalom Grand Prix 

Location of Contest: Number and type of events at this contest (hybrid, tight, etc): 

Mallorca 3 Courses / Straight, Hybrid and GS 

Sanction status desired (check 
attachement) 

Classes of competitors: (Open, 
Jr, Women, etc) 

# Of runs per competitor, 
qualification method, 
bracketing method: 

MAJOR Kids, Jr, Master, Women, Am, 
Pro 

 

Permits, insurance, arrangements for road closures, etc: 

We have all the permits. 

Prizes and value of prizes to be awarded: 

Prize money depending on the number of riders + Raffle + Trophies + Products from sponsts 

Venue description (surface, pitch, length, cone distance, etc).  Please describe the hill and course 
as completely as possible: 

Avenida Santa Ponça (photos and videos attach to the mail). All races in this road but in different parts. 

https://goo.gl/maps/ueHEEWZrSp42 

 

For the Straight and Hybrid we have available both side of the road. Each side is nearely 7 meters wide 
and in the middle we have a grass lane of nearly 4 meters. We can do the straight on one side but for the 
Hybrid we should use both sides separated by the middle lane.  

 

For the GS we can chose to start at one side with 9% or on the other with 4,7%. Both of them will end 
upwards so there’s no need to footbrake. 

Venue attractions (local attractions for non-skaters): 

Very close to the beach. Plenty of hotels, shops, restaurants… It’s located in a touristic place of Mallorca. 

Media Coverage: 

Local newpapers 

Competitor amenities (lodging, meals, gifts, etc): 

Meal, gifts, dinner with after party… 

Race Equipment (timing system, displays, safety gear, etc.): 

Times system 

Starting Ramps description (height, width, s-shaped or straight, material): 

Same ramps as in the past race organized in Mallorca 

Race Personnel (experience, training, etc)    Please include Contest Organizer and contact info: 

3rd important race organiced by the AMMS (Mallorcan Slalom Association). This time with the direct help 
of Caribbean Sport Shop. 

Spectators (expected number, other attractions for spectators, provision for, etc.) 

mailto:nachomcpp@gmail.com
https://goo.gl/maps/ueHEEWZrSp42
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It’s a very touristic area and at this time of the year it’s still summer in Mallorca 

Rules:  Describe ALL exceptions to the ISSA rules, clarification of rules, competitors allowed or 
restricted, and any other special rules that will apply to this contest.   ISSA RACING RULES 

 

 

Contest Description: 
Friday night: Riders Meeting at a local place. We will have dinner and receive all the riders to give them 
their race pack. 

Saturday: Straight and Hybrid. 

Saturday Night: Dinner and small party to get all together 

Sunday: GS and prize ceremony 

Race Event #1 description: 
Replace this text with a description of Event #1 in this contest.  Create a section for each event in this 
contest.  Be as clear as possible in describing the race event to the competitors so they know what to 
expect.   PLEASE INCLUDE:   Who will set the course, when will the course be set, as complete 
description of the course and surface as possible. 

http://www.slalomskateboarder.com/Media/2010ISSARules.pdf

